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About This Game

A writer has died. His daughter seeks the help of you, Ord Salamon, to find his secret last novel. During the search, questions
will emerge. Did her father really kill himself? What is the secret novel all about? What is going on at the island of Fardo?

Crack codes, decipher secrets & find a lost fortune in this exciting adventure for Windows PC.

+ Old-school style point & click adventure
+ Full English voice acting, 2000+ lines

+ Hand-drawn art & animation, 60+ rooms
+ Original soundtrack by Lannie Neely III, 45+ mins
+ Additional languages (text only) included, EFIGS

The Samaritan Paradox is set in Sweden in the 80's. Ord Salomon has agreed to help Sara Bergwall find the book her father,
Jonatan Bergwall, wrote before he died. During the course of this treasure hunt, he learns that Jonatan was investigating the

weapons industry, and more specifically some covert affairs with foreign dictatorships.

But more questions arise. What is the book about, and why does Sara want Ord to find it for her? Did her Alzheimer's-stricken
mother know the secret before she grew too demented to share it? And how did Jonatan actually die?
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Title: The Samaritan Paradox
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Faravid Interactive
Publisher:
Screen 7
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 500 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Though with all the negative reviews, I've had alright fun with it, Yes it's really repetetive but it's a good time killer in my
opinion. That being said, it does definitely needs a few improvements such as new guns, better AI and at least another map..
Can't really say much about it, there is nothing bad about the game, it's fun and the mechanics are innovative. A great game to
play with friends.. Great game, One of my favorites!. Don't buy. This game is horrible! If you want a football-
simulator\/manager game - go for Football Manager-series.
The FM-series is the best out there.. i love it its funny lol poo poo doo doo xD. Nice naval game. It's almost the best naval game
I've play so far!
 It would be far better to add formation concipt to this game. It doesn't have to be compliacte. Just add a line formation for
surface battle and a circle one for carrier battle.While in formation, each ship is moving in the same speed. If it's ok to add a
group selection fuction and "Ctrl+#" function, commanding a large fleet will be a lot smoother than now. Right now a large
scale battle is like a total dog fight, not a battle between two fleets.
Second one. Can you add an option of "manual fire" in addition to "manual control"? In come cases, I just want the computer
doing the shoot for me while I was manuvering the ships (Right now they don't fight like a "fleet"!).. RUN. SHOOT. ENJOY !.
Gravitron 2 is a decade old now and the developer is long gone, but this is still one of the best Gravitar-style shooters ever made.

Difficult but fair, with a surprising amount of diversity in the level design. You can download the demo, or there's also a good
gameplay video here so you know what to expect.

Now a few important first-play tips if you buy this game (which you should):

- The default level pack on the main menu is "OfficialPack1." That is the expansion. Click once so that you are starting
with the "Standard" pack, which are the levels from the initial release. Otherwise the game will seem very difficult to
start with.

- Use your shield. It will deflect all standard bullets and is a lifesaver in tight areas. By default it is bound to the middle
mouse button; I suggest rebinding it to a more easily accessible key like the spacebar, or use a controller. All controls
can be rebound from the options menu, which is available after starting the game. You can also adjust the mouse
sensitivity there.

- You can land on any flat surface, including walls and celings, and you will not take damage from landing at high
speeds, as long as you are correctly aligned.

Gravitron 2 is a near-perfect game for me, with only one significant flaw: There are no online leaderboards. There
were at one point, hosted on a third-party server, but that server is down for good. Steam leaderboards would be a
major benefit, though there is little hope of that happening now.

Still, that lone drawback should absolutely not stop you from picking this one up. Don't bother waiting for a sale - it
hasn't dropped in price since 2013 and likely won't ever again. Plus at $5 it's already a steal.
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This game is AMAZING! It's so simple, yet so advanced at the same time. It's easy to play, unlike other Sandbox tycoon type
games, but there's still so many things to do and plenty of possibilities. The process is so realistic, but in a fun and cartoon-y
way. For anyone who thinks that this game is too expensive, you're wrong. This game is going to be played by me for hours and
hours. That brings me to another point, how far the game goes. You can literally spend an hour on making a simple town. And if
you think it's hard to do that, it really isn't. The game was easy to figure out on my own, and the hints just helped even more.
Overall, this game is INCREDIBLE and I would for sure recommend it to anyone with a little cash and a hunger for amusement.
Bye! :>. the learning of how the equipment works. GREAT GAME FOR ONE BUCK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Buy it! It is great fun to
mess with pals, or strike out on your own. Have fun in 1v1, or with friends against an onslaught of dinos. Now there are serveral
downsides, but if you consider the price, those can be easily ignored.. NICHT KAUFEN~
1. ♥♥♥♥ Musik
2. 1. Level und schon kein Bock mehr.
3. Schlechte Grafik
4. ...
~Nicht empfehlenswert~. I just picked this game up since it was on sale. I've always been a huge fan of arcade shooters like this,
and then throw in the option to use your own music to make the battles epic? I had no choice but to get it. To the developer,
fantastic job on the music aspect. Most tracks I played aren't recognized, but that doesn't take away from the gameplay itself.

If you want a good sit back and blow stuff up to jams kind of game, this is the one for you.. It looks like fun but I can't login..
Great for the money.. Last a good 50 hours of play time.. Nothing warms my heart quite like seeing Pony World 3. The first
two, while stellar games in their own right, could never equal the true masterpiece of Pony World 3.

As my soul was taken into the game, I knew my life would be consumed by it. Only for true die hards of the series.

9/11 will play for rest of time. Great puzzle game. Addictive puzzles and a beautiful game to be invested in! Looking forward to
seeing it progress from here!

Whispers of a Machine has a steam page!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/631570/Whispers_of_a_Machine/. Whispers of a Machine - new game by the developer
- is in production!:
Hello,
Faravid Interactive and Clifftop Games (Kathy Rain), are proud to announce the new game-in-production Whispers of a
Machine.

Please visit
http://www.whispersofamachine.com
and see what it's all about.

It will be like TSP, only prettier, better, less frustrating and overall a more rewarding gaming experience.

Thank you,
Petter of Faravid Interactive. Whispers of a Machine launching on April 17!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/631570/Whispers_of_a_Machine/. The Samaritan Paradox is updated to version 1.1:
Hello there! Today (Sat 05 May) we have updated the standard (default) branch of The Samaritan Paradox to Version 1.1. 
Please see below for important notes about previously Saved Games.

Your game will update automatically with a download of around 14mb. This update currently applies to the Windows version
only. We hope to update the existing Linux version in due course.

Version 1.1 has been rebuilt through the latest version of AGS (3.4.1) which allows for better performance on high resolution
monitors. You may need to adjust the settings (via Winsetup) to suit your needs.

 Alt+Enter to switch between Fullscreen & Windowed Mode whilst playing

 Increased memory cache (up to 512mb) to reduce slowdown issues

 Updated steam_api.dll for those who have experienced an error on startup with "SetAchievement^1" error
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 Also, Spanish translation has been updated with some minor spelling and grammar fixes thanks to walas74.

Saved Games: Due to the rebuild through a new version of AGS engine, players who have saved games before today
will now have incompatible save games with version 1.1.

If you want to restore your old Save Games, you will need to jump back to version 1.0. This is very simple:

Right click on The Samaritan Paradox in your Steam library, choose Properties and then select the Betas tab. From the
drop down menu, select "Freja v1.0" and you will be on the Freja branch.

We apologize for the inconvenience but want to keep the game up to date and compatible with newer hardware since its release
in 2014. Thanks for understanding!

As always, if you continue to experience any issues please let us know in the Steam forum: 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/283180/discussions/

Note: We realize some elements of each translation may not be working fully, and hope to fix this and update version 1.1 in the
near future. We've also tested better functionality of the inventory bar after player feedback, and hope to also have a small
update for that soon.

Don't forget to keep an eye on the developers next game, Whispers of a Machine. More info can be found at: 
http://www.whispersofamachine.com/

Thanks for buying and playing The Samaritan Paradox! 
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